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Jeremy Spartz
Lyrics2Learn is a research-based, personalized online reading fluency and comprehension supplement and intervention for k-5th grade students. We host hundreds of Lexile leveled texts to help teachers improve student fluency. Students are guided to independently complete research-based activities such as repeated, choral and assisted reading while tracking each student’s WPM, accuracy, errors, and expression. Our video-based system eliminates the need to pull students and lose instructional time. Thousands of interactive activities are scaffolded into 15-20 minute independent lessons that build off of each other to improve fluency and comprehension throughout the year. 

































Lyrics2Learn is a research-based, personalized online reading fluency and comprehension supplement and intervention for k-5th grade students. We host hundreds of Lexile leveled texts to help teachers improve student fluency. Students are guided to independently complete research-based activities such as repeated, choral and assisted reading while tracking each student’s WPM, accuracy, errors, and expression. Our video-based system eliminates the need to pull students and lose instructional time. Thousands of interactive activities are scaffolded into 15-20 minute independent lessons that build off of each other to improve fluency and comprehension throughout the year. 

Fluency Improvement Lessons: Lyrics2Learn takes each student through an individualized fluency improvement track integrating research-based fluency strategies of repeated, choral, and assisted reading to master one story per week. Students read along repeatedly with musicians fostering high engagement as they master appropriate pace, expression, and accuracy. Lyrics2Learn records one-minute samples of student fluency mastery for each weekly “Cold Read (first attempt).” After repeated reading practice throughout the week, Lyrics2Learn records a second “Hot Read (final mastery attempt).” A video is automatically created on the teacher dashboard comparing the cold read to the hot read. This highlights student mastery and improvement of each weekly improvement lesson, increases student motivation, and allows teachers the opportunity for review, goal setting, grading, and individualized feedback. Lyrics2Learn creates tables and graphs displaying each student's mastery of word per minute (WPM), expression, and accuracy for every weekly practice session. 

Fluency Benchmark Assessments: Lyrics2Learn also tracks the transfer of each student’s repeated reading improvement practice to gains in independent reading levels. L2L benchmarks fluency progress using 1-minute Lexile leveled passages every four weeks and provides data showing progress in WPM, accuracy, and expression. Teachers can access student fluency recordings, set goals, and leave personalized feedback at any time, eliminating the loss of instructional time typically associated with fluency assessment without sacrificing accountability. Lyrics2Learn creates tables and graphs displaying each student's mastery of word per minute (WPM), expression, and accuracy for every monthly benchmark and displays proficiency goals based on national grade-level fluency standards. 

Comprehension lessons: Lyrics2Learn assesses and tracks mastery of over 25 standards-aligned reading comprehension skills. As students retain more information from repeated, choral, and assisted reading, comprehension questioning is scaffolded to become increasingly complex. By incorporating music, rhythm, and rhyme with repeated reading, students drastically increase retention and background knowledge. Increased retention allows students to  more successfully connect and apply information on higher levels. Lyrics2Learn questioning levels align with the Common Core Depth of Knowledge (D.O.K.) levels and include high-level constructed response, critical thinking and group discussion guidance.

Use Format: Lyrics2Learn can be done independently by students during reading rotations or completed in guided whole and small groups. Every teacher and student receives their own account. Teachers can personalize settings for both fluency and comprehension, add and edit student rosters, assign lessons, track reading progress, and automatically share progress with each student's parent.  Each child progresses through a reading track individualized to their level, or via lessons assigned by teachers. Students can access accounts to complete lessons in school or remotely on any device. 
Professional Development and Training:  2.5-hour teacher training can be purchased separately, customized by school/district needs.






























